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Balancing Consumer Privacy with Marketing Insights in Mobile Location Data 

 

Abstract 

Mobile location data offers granular detail into consumers’ mobility patterns. The data reveal 

where consumers spend their time, which may be indicative of consumer preferences and 

ultimately behavior. The detailed nature of the data, however, can reveal sensitive information 

about consumers based on the places that they visit such as healthcare facilities, social 

connections or educational institutions. At the same time, such data offers an opportunity for 

marketers to leverage detailed location data for real-time and contextually relevant marketing. 

Can the desires of both marketers seeking actionable insights and individuals preferring privacy 

be accommodated? Using device-level data from a location data provider, we examine the extent 

to which predictive performance is affected by grouping individuals into homogeneous clusters 

that afford increased privacy. In our empirical context, we find that some level of aggregation 

results in higher predictive accuracy. Our results also reveal that reliance on the locations of 

commercial activity yields results that are at least as good as home locations. Taken together, our 

findings offer guidance to data providers who must balance service to their clients with 

consumers’ expectations of privacy, as well as providing regulators with insight into the data 

granularity that marketers require for their operations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Location data derived from mobile devices has been a boon for marketers, enabling increased 

precision to support targeted marketing. Such data has been used to support the delivery of 

mobile promotions, taking advantage of users’ proximity to a focal retailer (e.g., Luo, Andrews, 

Fang and Phang 2014; Fong, Fang and Luo 2015), and individuals’ location trajectories have 

been used to further refine the accuracy of predicting users’ responsiveness to mobile advertising 

(Ghose, Li and Liu 2019; Zubcsek, Katona and Sarvary 2017). Despite the potential use of 

mobile location data, however, concerns have been raised about the extent to which the 

collection and analysis of mobile location data invades consumer privacy (e.g., Bengio et al. 

2020; Thompson and Warzel 2019). 

While legislation such as the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) have only recently thrust data privacy and consumers’ privacy preferences into the 

spotlight, academic research has long explored this question in the context of targeted digital 

advertising. Goldfarb and Tucker (2012) examined how consumers’ privacy concerns have 

evolved over time, finding that consumers were becoming increasingly likely to refuse to reveal 

information in the early 2000s. In her investigation of social network advertising, Tucker (2014) 

showed that users were more likely to click on personalized advertisements after they perceived 

an increase in their control over the privacy of their data. Bleier et al. (2020) identified factors 

that mitigate consumer privacy concerns, including trust, information sensitivity and 

transparency. Finally, in addition to research on consumer preferences regarding privacy, 

research has also developed new mechanisms to preserve privacy (e.g., Schneider et al. 2017; 

2018).  
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Though the notion of privacy and its potential impact on marketing is well-established 

(e.g., Mayer and White 1969), it has received increased scrutiny as it pertains to location data. 

De Montjoye et al. (2013) demonstrated that as little as four timestamped locations are sufficient 

to identify 95% of individuals. Moreover, the authors showed that coarsening the spatial or 

temporal resolution with which the data are collected offers little benefit in terms of user privacy. 

More recently, investigative reports have brought increased attention to the threat that location 

data poses to privacy due to the level of precision with which data are collected. Based on the 

sequence of locations visited by one device out of more than 10 million in the dataset, Thompson 

and Warzel (2019) inferred that the device belonged to someone who travels with the U.S. 

President, suggesting that mobile location data not only pose a threat to consumer privacy but 

also to national security. Location data from mobile devices also enabled the identification of 

individuals who participated in the January 6, 2021 riot at the U.S. Capitol (Warzel and 

Thompson 2021). In light of the privacy concerns that have been raised, technology companies 

have begun to take positions with regards to consumer privacy (e.g., Snider 2021; Laziuk 2021). 

However, as for the practice of collecting location data to aid in contact tracing during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, while concerns were expressed about the importance of privacy (e.g., 

Bengio et al. 2020), consumers were found to be more willing to trade privacy in exchange for 

the social good (Ghose et al. 2020).  

One way in which research leveraging location data has addressed privacy concerns is by 

aggregating data across devices. Such data sources recently have been used to investigate the 

spread of COVID-19 and related policy decisions. For instance, Liu, Thomadsen and Yao (2020) 

modeled the spread of COVID-19 based on assumptions of social distancing policies. Chiou and 

Tucker (2020) examined differences in mobility behavior related to income and high-speed 
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Internet access, finding that users are more likely to remain in their homes if they have high 

income or access to high-speed internet access.  

In light of the availability of location data from mobile devices and increased attention to 

the ensuing privacy concerns, the question arises as to how marketers’ interests can be balanced 

with consumers’ desire to maintain privacy. In the context of mobile advertising, Rafieian and 

Yoganarasimhan (2020) showed that as targeting increases (thereby reducing privacy), most 

advertisers stand to benefit, suggesting that privacy and the interest of marketers are at odds. In 

this research, we investigate whether consumers’ desire for privacy and marketers’ ability to 

derive predictive insights from mobile location data are at odds with each other, and, if so, what 

options are available to regulators. 

Consider a brand that wants to target customers with advertising. While a brand may 

incorporate location-based services into its own mobile app, which would allow it to target those 

who choose to download it, they may desire to reach a broader audience. One way in which the 

brand may embark on such an effort would be to identify its current customers or its competitors’ 

customers by using historic mobile location data offered by a third-party data provider, enabling 

the marketer to target these devices with advertising (Goldfarb and Tucker 2020). While this 

enables a brand to engage in targeted marketing, such data poses a privacy concern because it 

could enable the identification of individuals’ homes and workplaces, as well as locations they 

have visited that they might not wish known by others such as healthcare or religiously affiliated 

locations (e.g., Macha et al. 2021). Could the brand’s objective of identifying potential customers 

for targeting be accomplished without creating the risk that individuals could be identified from 

the underlying data? This is the fundamental question that we address in this research. 
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One way in which data providers and brands could reduce such risk would be to only 

make use of brand-related information. Rather than knowing the specific Starbucks location that 

is visited, it may be sufficient to summarize the behavior of the device as the number of times it 

has visited any Starbucks location in a given time period. By restricting the data employed to 

brand visits rather than requiring the identification of the specific location that is visited, we 

reduce the likelihood that an individual could be reidentified from the data. However, such 

information may not be sufficient for marketers to use as the basis for targeted advertising. 

Marketers may want to focus their efforts on residents of specific neighborhoods, perhaps due to 

underlying demographic factors or proximity to brick-and-mortar locations. To enable such 

targeting, marketers would need to link devices to these neighborhoods, which raises concerns 

about the ability to link a device to a specific individual. 

Another avenue to reduce the risk by which an individual could be identified from 

location data would be through aggregation, which is being explored in the context of digital 

marketing as a means of preserving consumer privacy while still enabling targeted advertising 

(Bohn 2021). Grouping devices into homogeneous clusters could enable marketers to identify 

desirable clusters while not being able to link a device to a particular individual. 

In this research, we consider different mechanisms by which individuals can be 

aggregated into homogeneous clusters of varying sizes. While detailed, individual-level location 

histories may be predictive of future behavior, such granularity jeopardizes consumer privacy. 

Conversely, aggregating consumers into large heterogeneous segments may compromise the 

predictive value of the data. Our analysis will shed light on the impact of partitioning consumers 

into segments of different sizes, allowing us to determine if there is a resolution that preserves 

both user privacy and predictive accuracy.  
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We anticipate that predictive performance will initially improve as the size of segments 

diminishes. That is, as we move from a single heterogeneous segment for all individuals to 

smaller, more homogeneous segments, we would expect that predictive ability increases. 

However, at some resolution, splitting segments further may result in over-fitting, yielding 

poorer predictive performance. 

In addition to exploring the impact of segment resolution on predictive accuracy, we also 

probe the basis by which homogeneous segments are formed. One approach is to form segments 

on the basis of historic brand visitation data. Under such an approach, individuals who visit the 

same brands would be grouped into the same segments. Another option would be to cluster 

individuals based on their “home” locations. As mobile device location data consists of a device 

identifier, timestamp, and latitude and longitude, the home location of a device can be inferred, 

such as by using the most visited latitude/longitude during overnight hours (e.g., Alesandretti et 

al. 2018). To the extent that individuals live around like-minded individuals (e.g., McPherson et 

al. 2001), the use of home location to form clusters of individuals may implicitly incorporate 

brand preferences. Additionally, individuals who live in the same areas are confronted with 

similar distances to different brands’ locations, which may affect the frequency with which they 

visit such locations.  

Despite the intuitive appeal of partitioning based on an individual’s home location, this 

runs counter to efforts to afford consumers more privacy. Is there a way of capturing the 

information contained in one’s home location without infringing on one’s privacy to such a large 

extent? Toward this end, we propose the use of a “pseudo-home” location that we construct as 

the centroid of the businesses visited by a device. An appealing aspect of clustering individuals 

in this way is that it only requires that data be collected when individuals are detected at business 
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locations. As location data generated in residential areas is superfluous to the analysis, it need 

not be collected, allowing this approach to provide consumers with an enhanced degree of 

privacy.  

To the best of our knowledge, our work is among the first to probe location data from the 

standpoint of data privacy, examining whether this is at odds with marketers’ goals or if privacy 

can be achieved without compromising business performance. By examining the segment 

resolution and the basis for partitioning individuals, our analysis offers guidance to location data 

providers and their clients about how such data can be utilized to produce marketing insights in a 

privacy-friendly fashion. That is, rather than viewing privacy and marketing insights as being 

inherently at odds with each other, we posit that this is a false dichotomy and demonstrate how 

both consumers’ desire for privacy and marketers’ ability to target individuals can be achieved. 

In doing so, our research sheds light on potential considerations that regulators may wish to take 

into account as they grapple with data privacy.  

In the next section, we describe the data we use to conduct our empirical analysis. We 

then detail our empirical approach and discuss our findings. We conclude with a discussion of 

recommendations for the use of mobile location data for marketing insights. 

 

DATA 

Data have been provided by Mogean, a marketing firm that specializes in the collection and 

analysis of location data collected through a network of mobile apps. Our data contain mobile 

device activity in a state in the southeastern United States spanning a ten-week period from 

January 2020 through early March 2020. We focus on this time period to avoid the potential 
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impact of COVID-19, as statewide regulations affecting mobility behavior were enacted in late 

March 2020.  

The data were collected from mobile apps based on the permissions set by the device 

user. Each record contains the identifier and the GPS location of the observed device, along with 

the timestamp of the observation. In addition, for observations in the immediate vicinity of 

retailers, we observe the brand whose location the device was the closest to.  

We divide our data into three consecutive stages. We use the first two weeks of data – the 

“forming” stage – to partition devices into segments based on criteria described below. Weeks 

three to six of our data constitute the “training” stage. We use brand visitation data from this 

period to train a model that predicts the future brand visits of each device based on segment-level 

aggregations of past behavior. Finally, the last four weeks of our data constitute the “test stage.” 

Using segment-level brand visitation data as inputs, at this stage we evaluate the predictive 

accuracy of our models. We compare the predictive performance, assessed by AUC, across 

different sets of data being used to form segments, for consumer partitions of varying 

granularity.  

To avoid double-counting, we merge consecutive observations at the same location into 

one observation for each device. We treat each “branded” observation in the resulting dataset as 

visits to the corresponding brand.  We restrict our attention to consumers who visited at least one 

location of one of the top 200 most visited brands in our data during each week of the forming 

stage of our analysis. The resulting sample for the full ten weeks contains 1,668,395,906 

observations that reveal 8,851,898 brand visits by 180,674 devices.  

 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
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Overview 

To investigate the potential tradeoff between predictive ability and consumer privacy, we 

operationalize privacy in terms of the minimum segment size z > 0. This operationalization is 

consistent with the notion of k-anonymity (Sweeney 2002), which holds that an individual in the 

data cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 other individuals. We propose two approaches for 

clustering mobile devices using the data collected during the forming stage. The first is to cluster 

individuals based on the brands they have visited previously. In this approach, we select a set of 

brands B, and we use individuals’ visitation frequencies at each brand in B to derive clusters of 

homogeneous individuals. A second approach we test makes use of the device’s “home” 

location, which we infer from the most common nighttime (8PM-4AM) location (Bettini et al. 

2005). By including the GPS coordinates of home location in the underlying feature space, we 

can cluster individuals based on the similarity of their brand visitation behaviors and/or the 

proximity of their homes to each other. To account for the different scale of home location 

coordinates while preserving the proportions of brand visitation counts, we iterate over a range 

of different weights that are placed on brand visitation and home location data, respectively. This 

approach allows us to empirically assess how much additional predictive insight the 

incorporation of home location provides beyond brand visitation data. 

We vary the size of the segments (i.e., the value for z which dictates the extent of 

privacy) and assess the predictive performance of the classifiers we train as a function of the 

degree of privacy enabled by the given resolution. To form groups, we use the constrained K-

means clustering algorithm (Bradley et al. 2000), that allows us to restrict the minimum group 

size to any 0 < z ≤ N for a sample of N devices. Thus, we can set the minimum number of 
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devices and their location observations to be grouped together, ensuring a higher degree of 

privacy by design. In contrast, alternative clustering methods such as (Hierarchical) Density-

Based Spatial Clustering of Applications ((H)DBSCAN, Ester et al. 1996; Li and Xi 2011) may 

generate groups that contain as few as one device. This could allow for the reidentification of 

individuals, which we strive to avoid. To maximize this benefit of the constrained K-means 

algorithm, we restrict the minimum group size z to be equal to N / K (i.e., the number of devices 

in the sample divided by the number of groups to be formed), where K is a divisor of N, ensuring 

that the resulting groups each have the same size.  

 At the training and test stages, we average each feature – the weekly brand visitation 

counts – across all devices within each group, and we assign the averaged features from the 

cluster to which the device belongs as independent variables that correspond to each device. 

Using the training data, we then train a model to predict, using the group-level average features 

for week t, whether a given device will visit (any location of) a given brand on week t+1. That is, 

the dependent variable is whether or not (1 or 0) device i was observed at brand b in week t+1. 

While the predictors used in our analysis are the same for all individuals within a given segment, 

the dependent variable is the behavior of the individual device, not the average of the group. We 

assess model performance on a holdout sample during the test stage. That is, for weeks 7, 8, and 

9, respectively, we calculate the average features for each group of devices, and use the model to 

predict the device-level visitation behavior (0 or 1) at the brands of interest on weeks 8, 9, and 

10, respectively. For each of the 200 brands we include in this analysis, we evaluate the 

predictive accuracy of each model considered using the Area Under the Curve (AUC) metric.  

At the predictive modeling (training and test) stage, we consider a range of methods 

including logistic regression and other machine learning methods such as tree-based models. 
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Given the similar performance that we observe across the different methods, we focus our 

discussion on the results derived using logistic regression.1 We assess accuracy based on the 

ability to predict whether or not an individual visits specific brands during the forecasting period 

based on the average brand visitation data from the cluster to which the device belongs. We first 

do so using the clusters derived based solely on individuals’ brand visitation behavior during the 

forming stage. We then evaluate the extent to which predictive performance is improved by 

including devices’ home locations in forming the clusters, evaluating different weights placed on 

the brand visitation and home location data at the forming stage. Finally, we examine how 

predictive performance is affected by replacing each device’s home location with the pseudo-

home location. Comparing the predictive performance resulting from the use of home and 

pseudo-home locations, we probe the accuracy with which an individual’s home location can be 

identified from their pseudo-home location, providing an assessment of the reidentification threat 

posed by our approach. 

In doing so, we provide guidance to data providers and their clients as to the level of 

cluster resolution necessary to derive marketing insights from location data. Combined with our 

assessment of the ability to identify individuals’ true home locations, we offer guidance to 

regulators concerned about the extent to which marketing efforts erode consumer privacy. 

 

Analysis and Results 

We begin by discussing the results when brand choices are the basis for aggregating 

mobile devices and degree of privacy z granted by a partitioning of devices into homogeneous 

clusters is varied. We let z take on values between 1 and N such that z is a divisor of N, where N 

 
1 We present the full set of estimated results in the Web Appendix. 
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is the number of devices in the sample. Maintaining privacy requires aggregating a larger 

number of mobile devices into a smaller number of more heterogeneous groups. That is, as (z-1)-

anonymity increases, the number of clusters K diminishes. At the same time, however, one may 

expect that the use of a larger value of z results in poorer predictive power for future behavior. 

Firms must therefore decide if providing consumers with increased privacy can justify the 

inferior predictive performance. It remains an empirical question if the relationship between 

predictive accuracy and the number of segments into which devices are partitioned exhibit a 

positive, monotonic relationship, or if there is a point at which the addition of more segments 

adversely affects predictive performance. 

We draw a random sample of N=18,000 devices from our full sample described earlier, 

and infer their home location as the most common nighttime (8PM-4AM) location throughout 

the forming period. We then define the set B to include the top 25 brands, and extract the features 

describing brand visitation behavior (for each week, the number of times the given device was 

observed at any store of the given brand) for each device in the sample.2 We iterate 1 ≤ z ≤ N, 

and perform the following computation for each z that divides N. First, we perform the mini-

batch K-means algorithm for K = N / z and minimum group size z using the weighted features, 

and cluster the sampled devices into K groups. We then average brand visitation counts within 

each cluster for each week of the training stage, and, for each of the top 200 brands (i.e., 

including brands outside B), we train a binary logit model to predict brand visitations on week t 

(for t ∈ {4, 5, 6}), using the averaged brand visitation counts at each of the top 200 brands on 

week t-1. 3 Finally, we evaluate the predictive performance of our models using data from the 

 
2 We report the number of visitations at each brand in B in Table 1 in the Appendix. 
3 In other words, we train 200 binary classifiers – one for each brand – each using the same 200 (continuous) 

predictors. 
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test stage (i.e., for t ∈ {8, 9, 10}) using the Area Under the Curve (AUC) score, and average the 

results across the top 200 brands to obtain the predictive performance for different values of z, 

which reflected by the solid line presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 - How incorporating home location affects the privacy - predictive accuracy trade-off. 

As Figure 1 reveals, predictive performance deteriorates as cluster size increases, which 

provides consumers with increased privacy. Relying entirely on brand visitation data, this 

suggests that marketing insights and consumer privacy are fundamentally at odds with each 

other. 
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Incorporating Home Location 

While historic brand visits provide insight into future brand visits, we next investigate the 

extent to which incorporating location data at the forming stage improves the predictive ability of 

our models. For each value of w∈{0, .05, .1, …, 1}, we average the brand visitation counts for 

the two weeks of the forming period, and weight them by w, while we weight the longitude and 

latitude coordinates of the inferred home location by (1-w). For any given value of 1 < z < N, we 

explore the range of w∈{0, .05, .1, …, 1} to find the optimal relative weights for the two types of 

input data.4 While w = 1 puts full weight on the brand visitation data, assuming w=0 puts full 

weight on the home location and ignores the brand visitation data.  

For each value of z, we calculate the maximum AUC under values of w∈{0, .05, .1, …, 

1}. The dashed line in Figure 1 plots the resulting AUC. The incorporation of home location 

data, as illustrated in Figure 1, reveals two key insights. First, for non-trivial values of z (i.e., 1 < 

z < N), the incorporation of home location data for cluster formation indeed provides superior 

predictive performance compared to the model that relies only on brand visitation data. Second, 

in contrast to the AUC from the model that uses only brand visitation data, for a value of z such 

that 3 ≤ z ≤ 100, the AUC from the model that combines brand visitation and home location data 

is not monotonically decreasing in z. When device clusters are formed using a combination of 

brand visitation data and home location data, there is a range of z values (24 ≤ z ≤ 400) capable 

of both allowing for privacy through aggregation and offering superior predictive performance 

compared to the brand visitation model that makes use of device-level data. 

 

“Where You Shop” vs. “Where You Sleep”  

 
4 For values of z=1 and z=N, the clustering is trivial. 
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The above analysis demonstrates that it is possible to achieve superior predictive 

performance while using homogeneous clusters rather than device-level data. One significant 

limitation of the analysis, however, is its reliance on home location. Though aggregating devices 

into homogeneous clusters affords consumers some degree of privacy, the very use of home 

location data poses a threat to consumer privacy: home location data must be collected for it to 

be used as a basis on which to form the homogeneous clusters. Whereas a firm’s collection of 

brand visitation data may not reveal the identity of individuals, an inference of home location 

could be made from mobile location data to identify the device owner (e.g., Macha et al. 2021). 

To alleviate such concerns, we propose an additional means to preserving privacy. In this 

approach, we use the same procedure described above, but instead of inferring the most common 

nighttime location for each device, we derive a “pseudo-home” location that we define as the 

centroid of all identified points of interest (POI; e.g., branded locations, parks and other 

identifiable non-residential locations) at which the device was detected, weighted by visitation 

frequency. In contrast to the inferred home location that is based on “where you sleep,” we base 

the pseudo-home location on “where you shop.” Though perhaps subtle, it is a key distinction. 

Whereas clustering based on the inferred home location will reflect proximity among individuals 

who reside in the same neighborhood, the use of the pseudo-home location as a basis for 

clustering will group individuals who frequent nearby brick-and-mortar locations into the same 

cluster. By relying on detection at commercial locations rather than the likely home location, we 

hope to capture the same information contained in home locations such as the convenience and 

affinity for shopping at particular brands, while avoiding potential concerns regarding identifying 

individual device owners. 
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Figure 2 - Clusters based on "pseudo-home" data improve predictive accuracy irrespective of the clustering resolution. 

 

Figure 2 illustrates the average AUC values for the analysis wherein clusters are formed 

based on brand visitations and the “pseudo-home” location of each device. Importantly, while 

the AUC for different values of z closely resemble those obtained using the actual home location 

of individuals, we find that clustering devices based on their pseudo-home location and brand 

visitation counts improves the predictive performance of our model for all 1 < z < N. Our 

analysis thereby demonstrates that it is not necessary to collect a device’s home location in order 

to achieve the highest possible predictive accuracy. By relying on data collected from 

commercial locations enables us cluster devices in such a way as to capture homogeneity in 
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terms of both geographic proximity and brand preferences, we can forego the collection and 

storage of home location data, further alleviating privacy concerns.  

To further underscore the privacy preserving nature of the use of pseudo-home, we 

evaluate the accuracy with which a device’s home location can be identified from the pseudo-

home location. In Figure 3, we illustrate the distribution of distances between the inferred real 

and the “pseudo” home location of each device.  

 

Figure 3 - Cumulative distribution of the distance between real and pseudo-home locations. 

 

The median distance across all 180 thousand devices is 10.71km (6.65 miles), far higher than the 

predictive accuracy measured by Macha et al. (2021), who concluded that, using unobfuscated 

mobility data, “an individual’s home address can be accurately predicted within an average 

radius of 2.5 miles.” This result suggests that our design, which only considers brand visitation 

data and the latitude and longitude coordinates of where one shops, can provide a greater degree 

of consumer privacy than a design that uses raw mobile location data (Ghose et al. 2019; Macha 

et al. 2021). 
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DISCUSSION 

Consumer mobility data collected from smartphone devices has created tremendous value 

through enabling marketers to target their promotional messages at greater precision. However, 

as location data may reveal not only brand preferences but also sensitive information about 

consumers, there have been increasing concerns regarding the extent to which collecting and 

storing dynamic location data may invade consumer privacy. 

In this research, we investigate whether marketers’ desires for actionable insights and 

consumers’ need for greater privacy can both be simultaneously accommodated. To this end, we 

study the common setting in which a location data platform mediates between advertisers and 

consumers. We propose that location data platforms consider increasing consumer privacy by 

clustering devices into cohorts, and sharing only cohort-level average features (including the 

estimated likelihood of a consumer visiting the offline retail stores of a given brand within a 

week). 

Our results suggest that marketers may not have to choose between predictive insights 

and consumer privacy: By clustering devices into cohorts based on similarities between where 

they shop (including the number of times they visit each brand plus the geographic centroid of all 

their brand visits), advertisers gain predictive accuracy relative to using device-level data and/or 

the inferred location of consumers’ home.  

Moreover, we demonstrate that home location, which consumers may have a reluctance 

to share, is superfluous in our empirical application. Restricting location data collection to 

commercial locations could be one means by which consumer privacy could be protected for a 

large number of consumers. That is, relying on data from non-residential locations could provide 
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a means by which the collection and use of location data can accommodate the objectives of 

marketers with compromising consumer privacy to an unacceptable degree. Future research 

could investigate the feasibility of such approaches, including identifying the granularity of data 

the data that must be collected from a mobile device and the data that need not leave the mobile 

device (Liu et al. 2019). We hope that these insights will inform the behavior of regulators as 

well as all players in the mobile location data industry alike.  
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APPENDIX: TOP BRANDS IN THE DATA 

 

 

Table 1: Number of visitations at the top 25 brands. 
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